Kensington Free Standing Pet Gate
Assembly Instructions
Parts List

Usage Instructions
Pre-Assembled Gate Panels

2

Feet

2

Feet Attachment Bolts
(pre-inserted into bottom of gate)

2

¾” Rubber Support Bumpers

2

Rubber Floor Protector Bumpers

4

•Your Freestanding Pet Gate is designed to be
easily adjustable with no tools required.
•For effortlessly opening, lift the gate slightly off
of the floor, slide the panels apart to the desired
width and set the gate back down.
•For storage or transport, slide your gate into a
closed position and rotate the feet in line with the
gate.
•This product is designed for use with small
animals that can not jump over or push the gate
out of position.

Philips Head Screwdriver (Not Included) is needed for assembly.
Cautions

Step 1
Turn the pre-assembled gate panels upside down and apply
the ¾” Rubber Support Bumpers onto the center of each of
the 2” plastic glides. Ensure that the surface is clean and dry
when applying the bumpers for proper adhesion.
Step 2
Turn the feet upside down so that the counter sunk hole is
facing up. Apply the Rubber Floor Protector Bumpers onto
each end of the foot, about 1” from the edge.
Step 3
Remove the feet attachment bolts from the bottom of the
gate and insert the Feet Attachment Bolts into the feet
from the bottom side so that the bolt head recesses into
the foot. Attach the feet to the frame by tightening the
bolts using a Phillips Head Screwdriver until the bolts are
snug and the foot is firmly attached. Turn your gate over
onto its feet and it is now ready for use.

•Place this product on a flat, even surface.
•Do not carry a baby or infant when stepping
over the gate.
•Keep this product away from fire or extremely
high temperatures.
•Do not use this product for anything other than
its intended purpose.
•This product is designed for indoor use only.
•Do not lean or sit on this product.
•Use a damp cloth to wipe clean.
•Use of chemicals or harsh abrasives could
damage the finish of this product.

Please visit our website to view more of our pet products.
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